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Version 1.01

Here comes description of your actual work you are willing to do, and are asking money from EU for.
Please add additional activities, deliverables, objectives or rephrase the suggested text. This is proposal ONLY. To help us make it perfect  

Please replace PARTNER with the name of your institution for activities you want to be in charge or to participate in.
Please replace RED_NUMBERS with concrete numbers you are committing to or need.
Please replace RED_PRICES with average prices in your country.

For kick-off meeting please fill in total expense for all your people that will participate. Include accommodation (100 EUR per night), travel to Zagreb and per diem.

Work package number :
1
Start date or starting event:
1. month
Work package title:
INCEPTION
Participant number:
1
2





Participant short name
FER
Aquilonis
PARTNER




Person-months per participant: (i)
40/21
70/21
XY





Objectives (ii)
Fine-tuning relationships among consortium partners and their roles and responsibilities and evoking commitment of the consortium to reach the objectives of the project – to be achieved in kick-off meeting by getting to know each other and several inspirational awareness raising speeches.
Detailed planning of the project resulting in well-defined work packages and sub-activities, schedule, partner roles, individual assignments and deliverables – to be achieved in kick-off meeting in dedicated working groups by consensus.
Consolidation of starting inventories of item types, sources, additional content and measures for enhancing public interest and re-use – to be achieved with combination of on-line discussion, brainstorming in kick-off meeting and post-meeting document finalization resulting in published lists.
Defining criteria and allocating of content contribution by partners by making inventory of existing and potential collection items, brainstorming and deciding on strategic approach to content presentation and overview in working group at kick-off meeting.
Avoiding misunderstanding and misrepresentations of any element or result of the project by creation of on-line project glossary and multilingual dictionary to be jointly created and maintained and open to public use and participation.

Description of work (iii)

Partners who are museums have potential content in their collections. Other partners will seek content from various sources. Each partner has its own list of content types and their categories. They include but are not limited to: books, documents, equipment, apparatus, clothing, furniture, materials, herbs, animals, multimedia, pupils’ works etc. The same is true for possible sources of future collection’s items: museums, libraries, archives, schools, publishers, equipment vendors, personal and family collections etc.

However, project and its partners need and would greatly benefit from having single, consensual list of item types interesting for the project. This list will be compiled consensually using on-line collaboration tools including teleconferencing. 
In analogue fashion, lists of sources (types - not individual, named sources) and list of types of additional content (stories, video interviews, dramatizations, floor plans, procedures, software etc.) will be created.

Important aim of Digital library initiative is re-use of European cultural heritage. In order to achieve this, the consortium needs to undertake a range of measures. These measures need to be identified and a list will be compiled, too.

These lists will be only initial lists, as they will be amended throughout the course of project. The lists will represent one of major project outcomes and practices to be shared with and used by future participants in EuDiSMus network.

Allocation of content contribution to individual consortium partner is important. Partners within this proposal are committing to specific quantities of content contribution. However, items need to be selected from their larger collections or sought in third sources. Simply said, consortium needs to agree who will be cataloguing, creating and publishing what. There are several possible strategies. Content can be split and allocated according to educational fields or eras, by countries or by item types. It is possible that everybody does everything with major strategy to illustrate national and cultural diversity across Europe. Other divisions and allocations can be conceived, too.
During inception phase, consortium partners will actively discuss and develop possible division and allocation of work and will finally consensually create a sort of map with clear allocations of work. This map is the very foundation for the WP4 Content. This is the point at which specific and realistic quantified indicators provided to measure progress towards the achievement of the addressed objectives at different stages in the project lifetime will be agreed upon and committed to by all members.

From the very beginning of the project the glossary with project domain’s terms needs to be created. Some terms have slightly different meaning in different languages (like glossary, dictionary and lexicon, for example) and can create misunderstandings and mistakes. Participants will freely add terms to the glossary and propose their exact meaning. Open, on-line discussion will yield current definition and description.

Because of linguistic and cultural differences, defined terms need to be appropriately translated to various languages. Participants will be responsible for translation in their mother languages. Preferable way is by establishing national dialogue among interested parties using on-line collaboration tools.

Necessary software tools for glossary and the multilanguage dictionary will be created in WP3: Technology. Both glossary and dictionary will be publicly available on project’s portal and open for public debate and contribution. PARTNER will be serving as moderator.

This project proposal is based on basic work breakdown structure. Once project is approved and final budget defined, detailed planning of project activities and fine-tuning of their interdependencies needs to be done resulting in well-defined work packages and sub-activities, schedule, partner roles, individual assignments and deliverables.

Described activities will be performed and expected deliverables achieved in three phases.
In phase one (two weeks), participants will use asynchronous communication: e-mail and on line forum to exchange questions and answers to all aspects of the project. Questions and answers will be recorded in project’s knowledge base accessible on project’s portal. At the end of phase one an on-line conference will be held concluding the phase and setting the stage for the phase two.
In phase two (two weeks) participants will prepare their own initial lists specified in deliverables as their contribution to subsequent discussion. Discussion will be continued in on line forum. At the end of phase two an on-line conference will be held concluding the phase and preparing the kick-off meeting.
Phase three is kick-off meting (5 days). The purpose is to complete the lists, create contribution allocation map and make detailed planning. Important part of the kick-off is getting to know each other and networking. Later on-line activities will be smoother, friendlier and more effective once partners get to know each other on the personal level. Therefore, thematic team-building activities will be organized. The meeting will be organized in a stimulating but secluded environment enabling participants to focus on their tasks. This is the key moment for creating positive synergy and evoking commitment to reach the objectives of the project on individual level, not only institutional.
In final, phase four (two weeks) participants will finalize the documents becoming outcomes of this work package and being ready for general public as first results in best practices. During the course of the project all documents are subject to change. Strict procedures about versioning and version numbering schemes will be applied to all documents produced and published during the project.

FER will coordinate all activities take care of timing and meeting milestones as well as for producing deliverables.
Aquilonis will establish on-line collaboration environments (tools will be deployed in WP4), care for knowledge management, organize on-line conferencing and publish results.
PARTNER will moderate all discussions in on-line forum.
PARTNER will moderate creation and maintenance of glossary and dictionary.

Deliverables will be elaborated consensually in collaboration of all participants.

Required resources (direct cost)
Total=


Kick-off travel & accommodation + per diem – 2 people FER
2 x 650 EUR
1.300 EUR

Kick-off travel & accommodation + per diem – 2 people Aquilonis
2 x 650 EUR
1.300 EUR

Kick-off travel & accommodation + per diem – X people PARTNER
X x ZZZ EUR
EUR


Sub-contracting

Total=
5.000 EUR

Kick-off venue and organization


5.000 EUR







Personnel cost
110 MD
230 EUR
25.300 EUR

Management FER
30 MD

Knowledge management, on-line conferencing organization Aquilonis
30 MD

Kick-off organization Aquilonis
30 MD

On-line forum moderator PARTNER
ZZ MD

Glossary and dictionary moderator PARTNER
WW MD

Kick-off participation FER
10 MD

Kick-off participation Aquilonis
10 MD

Kick-off participation PARTNER - N people x 5 days
XX MD

Work package participation PARTNER
YY MD



MD=man X day
PM=person X month=21


Deliverables (iv)


Naturev.
Diss.lvl. vi.
Date vii.

1
List of item (exhibits) types and their groupings
SP
PU
2

2
List of item sources 
SP
PU
2

3
List of additional content types
SP
PU
2

4
List of measures to enhance public interest for collections
SP
PU
2

5
Content contribution allocation map by partners
SP
PU
2

6
Initial glossary of project terminology
O
PU
2

7
Initial multilingual dictionary of project terminology
O
PU
2

8
Detailed project plan (Gantt)
SP
PU
2





Notes


For the coordinator include personnel effort needed for coordination and implementation of 	the 	network as well as any personnel effort for elaboration of deliverables; for all other beneficiaries, 	only the effort for elaboration of deliverables should be mentioned.
Provide a concise description of the objectives to be achieved within the work package and how 	these objectives will be pursued. Use quantifiable and verifiable elements. Refer to the tasks to 	be carried out.
Provide a short description of the work in this work package. State the role of the participants for 	the elaboration of each deliverable.
Provide a brief description of the deliverables including the month of delivery and the 	dissemination level. (note: it is expected that most of the deliverables will be publicly available):

. Please indicate the nature of the deliverable using one of the following codes: P = Prototype; R = Report; D = Demonstrator, SP = Specification, O = Other. 

. It is expected that most of the deliverables will be publicly available. Please indicate the dissemination level using one of the following codes: 
PU = Public, for wide dissemination (public deliverables shall be of a professional standard in a form suitable for print or electronic publication); 
PP = Restricted to other programme participants; 
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortium; 
CO = Confidential, limited to project participants 

 Month in which the deliverables will be available. Month 0 marking the start of the project, and all delivery dates being relative to this start date. 



